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A B S T R A C T   

Currently, structures are examined during manufacturing by means of Non Destructive Tests 
(NDT), but there is an increasing interest in monitoring its integrity over its whole life cycle by 
using Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) strategies. The monitoring of aircraft structures is 
particularly important as they suffer high strain under extreme atmospheric conditions. There is 
an extensive literature on SHM for aviation available but there are few references on compre-
hensive methodologies. This article introduces a methodology, a device and the tests used in its 
validation. The electronic prototype for structural health monitoring applies ultrasound tech-
niques by means of piezoelectric transducers. It is lightweight, has USB 2.0 connectivity and 
includes data pre-processing algorithms to improve its performance. It can run in pitch-catch and 
pulse-echo modes employing passive and active techniques. Passive techniques are used to detect 
impacts or fiber breakage in composite materials. Tests based on active techniques can bring to 
light several types of damages such as those caused abruptly or those produced progressively by 
corrosion, delamination or fatigue.   

1. Introduction 

Impacts can weaken structures critically. The severity of the damage caused depends on the velocity, location, and energy of the 
sources of impacts [1]. In the case of aeronautical structures, such sources usually are hail, meteors, or birds. No structure is free from 
impacts, i.e. unwanted and uncontrolled bumps. Apart from impacts, there are some other phenomena that weaken structures, namely, 
manufacturing flaws, scratching, ageing, or corrosion. The main risk of such sort of damage in structures is that it could be invisible, 
particularly in composite structures when the damage is internal, such as fiber breakage. As a result, the usually important cost of 
visual maintenance inspection, known as Visual Testing (VT), sometimes could be just a waste of time and money. The most common 
methods in composite Non Destructive testing (NDT) applications are VT, Ultrasonic Testing (UT), Thermography, Radiographic 
Testing, Electromagnetic Testing, Acoustic Emission (AE), and Shearography Testing [2]. The aim is to apply NDT techniques along 
aircraft lifespan, according to Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) techniques [3]. 

One of the hottest research topic that attracts interest from academia and industry is how to know the health state of any structure 
over its lifespan. For instance, Capineri and Bulleti introduced a comprehensive review of the state-of-the-art in SHM, from the 
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characterization of the signals to the main monitoring techniques [4]. 
Structures can be monitored by using sensors that suffer the damage simultaneously with the structure (direct sensing) [5]: fibers, 

strain gauges, etc. Unfortunately, the success of these techniques is limited by the location of the sensors along the structure. On the 
other hand, structures can be monitored by using themselves as a means to transmit its health state (indirect sensing) using eddy 
currents [6], ultrasound waves [7], or vibrations [8]. Indirect sensing methods are more effective and easier to implement than direct 
sensing methods. 

This paper focuses on ultrasound methods, which are gaining significance. They are based on piezoelectric wafer active sensors 
(PWAS) [9]. A PWAS transforms electric signals into acoustic waves that propagates over the material and vice versa. The low cost and 
mounting simplicity of PWAS sensors allow envisaging its generalized deployment in aeronautics in the near future. 

Typically, an SHM Ultrasound System (SHMUS) and several PWASs are necessary to monitor the health of a structure. An SHMUS is 
the electronic system that handles the PWASs attached and/or embedded to the structure under test. If the structure is complex, as 
some of those included in an aircraft or a ship, a network of SHMUSs is mandatory. 

Ultrasound methods operate with PWAS in two modes: passive or Acoustic Emission (AE) mode and active or Ultrasound Guided 
Wave Test (UGWT) mode [10]. In AE, SHMUS is continuously acquiring and processing the signals read by the PWASs [11]. It tries to 
discover any change in the signals compatible with an impact in the structure or a fiber breakage in a composite-made structure [12]. 
Conversely, when operating UGWT, SHMUS generates driving signals that are coupled to the structure through the PWASs. They 
produce waves that propagate along the structure and interact with its elements, bouncing back to the very same PWASs, where they 
can be read back and processed to determine the health state of the structure [7,13]. 

After the acquisition of waveforms in the set of PWASs, the signals are processed to extract meaningful and comprehensible in-
formation about the state of the structure. Azuara et al. introduces a thorough review of the algorithms available to process the signals 
acquired [14]. 

There are many publications regarding signal processing in UGWT. They are usually focused on particular cases, with specific 
impact sources, over laboratory-oriented structures, with suitable sensors, and introducing algorithms, which only seek foreseeable 
damage. 

This paper focuses on describing the methodology and equipment for health-state determination of a structure that suffers from 
various types of damage. Two types of damage are considered: time-based damage, as corrosion [15], fatigue [16], or delamination 
[17], and damage due to an abrupt event, such as impacts, fiber breakages in composite material, or operation failures [1,18]. The 
monitoring of progressive damage using ultrasounds in a structure requires testing the structure over an interval of time with active 
techniques [19]. However, a sudden damage can be assessed listening to AE. 

During the research introduced in this paper, an electronic equipment was developed, more specifically, an SHMUS. This tool 
combines AE and UGWT techniques or operation modes. Both techniques were validated in a laboratory test campaign. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2, Materials, introduces the developed SHMUS prototype and the 
specimens under test considered. Section 3 describes the methodology of operation that supports the test performed in the research. 
Section 4, Results and Discussion, is divided into two subsections that gives details about how sudden damage and progressive damage 
is determined by SHMUS. Section 5 provides concluding remarks and suggests future works. 

2. Materials 

According to most of the experimental literature, the most common choice for the instrumentation to consider in ultrasound based 
SHM researches is the commercial one, i.e. arbitrary signal generators and oscilloscopes. For instance, Mei et al. [9] published a 
comprehensive analysis and setup for PWAS based SHM, where they describe how to utilize commercial instrumentation. Generic IO 
systems can be found as instrumentation for ultrasound based SHM in other literature [20]. However, the driving signal generation in 
UGWT, the number of available sensors, and the monitoring techniques offered by such electronic systems and instrumentation are 
very limited. 

On the other hand, some dedicated instrumentation can also be found. For example, a standalone two-channel AE system to 
monitor pressure slow-speed bearings, pipelines, vessels, and other machinery [21], a highly integrated CMOS transceiver capable of 
transmitting and acquiring a signal for UGWT [22], or a set of devices to actively and passively monitor several types of structures [23]. 
Furthermore, Dattoma et al. used some ultrasonic devices to know the health state of a certain structure during its production or for 
maintenance purposes [24]. Sharif-Khodaei et al. developed a platform to measure the wave propagation impedance with passive 
sensing, active sensing, and optimal sensor positioning methods [25]. Unfortunately, usually they are not the best choice for real-world 
monitoring tasks as long as they require an operator or they are big and/or expensive enough to make them viable to be permanently 
installed in a structure. 

The typical requirements for instrumentation that applies AE and UGWT techniques are well-known features. On the one hand, AE 
technique demands a very high number of PWASs per structure, usually in the range from 10 to 50. A trigger is also mandatory for such 
instrumentation, a trigger similar to those in each channel included in oscilloscopes. On the other hand, a groundbreaking feature in 
UGWT is the capability to drive a set of PWASs, typically from 5 to 20 units, with adjustable delay signals, in the range of just a few 
nanoseconds. The signal generator limits the amplitude of the PWASs driving signals, usually in the range of 10 to 20 Vpp. The results 
of UGWT on metallic structures demonstrate that such range of amplitude of driving signals is enough for them to be satisfactory. 
However, higher amplitudes, which can be up to 100 Vpp, are necessary on composite structures. Finally, a real-world monitoring tool 
must be small and lightweight to be usable embedded in aircrafts. It must operate with no human interaction and transmit the 
monitoring information to a control central node autonomously. 
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The Electronic Design Group of the University of The Basque Country (UPV/EHU) has developed several SHMUS that implements 
AE and UGWT techniques. The previous version [26] is based on Virtex 5 Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) with a PowerPC 
processor running Linux. The ever-growing demand for new processors and up-to-date operating systems motivated the development 
of a new version. The current version of SHMUS is a modular system that consists of an USB interface and from one to eight input/ 
output electronic cards, which feature an FPGA of the Xilinx Artix 7 family. More specifically, the current version includes the 
XC7A50T FPGA, which contains more than 50,000 logic cells. Furthermore, the FPGA needs no support of firmware or embedded 
processor to avoid the issue of deprecation of electronic systems due to the obsolescence of the operating systems or the embedded 
firmware. The software to control the monitoring tool runs in an external computer. 

Fig. 1a shows the block diagram of the self-developed SHMUS connected to a set of PWASs glued to the structure under test. The 
main blocks of SHMUS are the control logic module, the channels to excite and acquire signals from the transducers, and the USB 
connectivity block. The commands from the control software reach SHMUS through the USB block. Similarly, the data acquired go 
through the same block from SHMUS to the control software. The control logic module manages the performance of the channels, and 
the channels provide and acquire the acoustic waveforms to monitor the state of the structure. Each channel is composed of the 
generation and the acquisition circuits (see Fig. 1b). The generation circuit contains the Direct Digital Synthesis block (DDS), which 
generates the waveforms and it is implemented inside the FPGA; and the analog Generation block (Gen), which adapts the amplitude of 
the waveform to be given to the PWAS. The acquisition circuit is divided into the signal analog acquisition block (Acq), the pre- 
processor unit (PPU), and a FIFO memory. Acq is composed of a conditioning circuit, a low-noise amplifier, a filter, and an analog- 
to-digital converter. Finally, PPU extracts the maximum and minimum peaks from the received waves, which are stored in the 
FIFO memory. 

Fig. 2 shows an SHMUS prototype that includes three boards. Each board can handle six channels and, therefore, the prototype in 
the figure can generate and acquire signals for 18 channels at the same time. Each channel can drive a PWAS to emit an excitation 

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the current version of the self-developed SHMUS, a) SHMUS and structure under test, b) detail of the blocks inside 
each channel. 

Fig. 2. SHMUS modular system fitted with three input/output cards capable to drive and acquire 18 signals.  
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signal. Simultaneously, each channel can acquire the excitation signal and the reflected signals after the propagation of signals 
throughout the structure under test. The prototype in the figure weights 600 gr and its dimensions are 125 × 125 × 50 mm, when it is 
inside the aluminum box. 

To the best of authors’ knowledge, literature does not report any other SHM equipment that operates with ultrasound technique 
and handles more than one signal generator at a time. 

3. Method 

Fig. 3 shows the setup of the tests of this research. It includes a computer with the software to control the test, an SHMUS, and the 
structure under test with a set of PWASs permanently attached to the structure. The operating principle is that any damage caused to 
the structure will modify the propagation of the waves through the structure [7] and, therefore, the signals acquired in the SHMUS. 

The system can run either passive or active tests. Passive tests consist of continuously acquiring signals from all enabled channels to 
detect a trigger condition by processing those signals. This processing is carried out by the FPGA in all channels concurrently. When a 
trigger condition happens, the signals acquired by all channels are stored from that moment until the FIFO memory is filled. 

Active tests consist of generating superficial excitation waveforms that will propagate throughout the structure. Those waveforms 
get reflected at the edges or irregularities of the structure and acquired back at the PWASs. The active tests can be configured in several 
ways: 

 

Fig. 3. Photography of the setup of the tests.  

Fig. 4. Screen capture of the oscilloscope acquisition in the leads of four PWASs when 300 kHz waveform is applied (deflection factors 10 V/div and 
time base 5 µs/div). SHMUS output is configured with adjustable delays. The capture shows delays adjusted to 5.23 µs, 6.57 µs and 11.67 µs. 
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• Simple. Only one single transducer drives the structure while all the enabled PWASs receive the echoes. It is a pitch-and-catch type 
of test, where as many waveforms as installed PWAS (N) are obtained.  

• Round-robin. A Simple test is run for each installed PWAS. Hence, N2 waveforms are obtained. This test allows using virtual or 
receiver beamforming [27].  

• Transmission beamforming [28]. The amplitude and delay of the driving voltage of each PWAS is generated aiming at the creation 
of constructive interferences in a given direction. The designed prototype is programmed to sweep from 0◦ a 180◦ in steps of 5◦

obtaining 37 echoes and 37xN waveforms per test.  
• Multiple delayed signal. This type of test aims at concentrating the transducers’ energy on a given part of the monitored structure. 

Therefore, the delay of each exciting signal of each PWAS can be arbitrarily configured (Fig. 4).  
• Time reversal [29]. This test consists of exciting the PWASs with the waveforms acquired in any of the active tests mentioned above. 

Fig. 5 shows the main window of the control software. It shows the selective configuration for both the signal generation and the 
acquisition channels. “Slot” refers to a board capable of capturing up to six acquisition channels. On the one side, the excitation signal 
is created inside the FPGA attending at the specifications chosen by the user in the graphical interface: frequency (in the range from 30 

Fig. 5. SHMUS control software main window.  

Fig. 6. SHMUS full waveform retrieval of eight signals.  
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kHz to 1 MHz) amplitude (as a percentage of 48 Vpp), number of periods and its shape (sinusoidal or windowed). It can also synthetize 
arbitrary waveforms. On the other side, the acquisition unit features a 12-bit resolution where the amount of captured data can be 
defined along with the sampling frequency (from 10 MHz to 60 MHz). 

The acquired signals can be either be fully retrieved (Fig. 6) or they can be processed while they are acquired, looking for maximum 
and minimum voltages (Fig. 7) which are deemed to be characteristic points of the captured waveform. In this case, a compressed 
acquisition mode is activated which leads to dramatically decrease the transmission data [30]. Another feature of the developed 
SHMUS is that the output voltage drops are isolated from each other, which allows achieving exciting voltages higher than 100 Vpp. 

Fig. 8 shows a screen capture of the demonstration video of the system’s capabilities [31]. 
In order to validate the system, different tests have been carried out on two type of materials, i.e., carbon-fiber reinforced polymer 

(CFRP) and aluminum as they show different waveform propagation behavior. 
The tests can be divided into two types, the ones to detect impacts, and those to detect progressive damages. However, both are 

based on the propagation of ultrasound acoustic waves. 

4. Results and discussion 

4.1. Impact detection by means of passive operating mode 

The first type of tests are based on the Impact Detection System (IDS) included in SHMUS. Any impact on the structure under test 

Fig. 7. Full acquisition and compressed acquisition mode comparison on a composite plate.  

Fig. 8. Screen capture of the demonstration video of the capabilities of the SHMUS system.  
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generates an acoustic wave that IDS can detect. The parameters of the waveform generated depend on the energy of the impact. As 
shown in Fig. 9, two elements were necessary to control the energy of a real impact: a 600 g steel ball and a tube with a set of holes at 
different heights. 

If a known mass drops from a known height, a well-known formula provides the impact energy and object velocity. Initially, the 

Fig. 9. Setup to produce controlled impacts on a CFRP board.  

Fig. 10. Control software screen for impact testing (passive mode) that shows several values related to the energy of the detected impact in the 
Impact Metric section. 
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impact detection system was tested on two plates, one made of an isotropic material and the other one made of an anisotropic material. 
Isotropic materials, as metallic materials, show the same mechanical properties along the three axes, while anisotropic materials, as 
CFRP, do not. Aluminum and CFRP plates with a set of PWASs adhered to them at the edge were utilized in this research. 

The purpose is to compare the data obtained from the sensors when applying different energy and different distance from the 
sensors. Fig. 10 shows the screen of the control software when a passive test to detect an impact is run. On the left side, the operator 
configures the acquisition channels, which are arranged in two slots in the example shown. A 60 MHz simultaneous acquisition 
through the selected channels begins when the Start button is pressed. A logic circuit inside the FPGA processes the incoming data (or 
waveforms) to find when they are over a certain voltage threshold, or to detect a maximum or a minimum inside a range. In the same 
way as in an oscilloscope, once the logic circuit is triggered, it keeps on processing the waveforms to obtain the maximum and 
minimum values of the captured signal. 

The passive mode test detects the energy and position of an impact. The Impact Metric section in Fig. 10 shows the energy of an 
impact measured by each configured input channel. In this case, the metric is obtained as the normalized average of the absolute 
maximum and minimum values. The impact position can be calculated by the triangulation of the Time of Flight of those points. 

SHMUS can be run permanently in passive mode to detect impacts, fiber breakage in composite or any other sudden event. A 
subsequent test using active techniques will allow to determine whether the impact caused permanent damages on the structure. 

Several test were carried out to validate the system. The results show that there is higher attenuation on signals propagating on 
CFRP than on aluminum. Therefore, it is required to adjust the trigger threshold level according to the type of material under test. 
Despite of the low energy of the impacts applied in the laboratory, the impacts were detected in both materials. Impacts on CRFP 
caused by a 600 gr sphere dropped from a height of 1 m were detected if the impact point was less than 30 cm away from the PWASs. 
Impacts on aluminum were detected from farther distance. In a real-world case, impacts capable of damaging an aircraft structure 
require much higher energy than those applied in the controlled environment of the laboratory and, hence, they are more likely to be 
detected. 

Fig. 11 shows a screen capture of the demonstration video of how passive detection system works [32]. 

4.2. Progressive damage detection by means of active operating mode 

The second type of tests requires not only the acquisition of signals, but also the generation of ultrasound waves to apply them to the 
structure under test. The SHMUS carries out both actions. Additionally, the SHMUS pre-processes the acquired data to simplify any 
further analysis and health diagnosis of the structure. The active damage detection was performed following two types of tests in each 
structure: round-robin and beamforming transmission. 

Again, the echoes are acquired by all the SHMUS channels. The damage detection tests were carried out daily for two months to 
analyze the performance of the guided waves throughout the structures. 

The initial state was set in the first day, before any damage was applied to the structure. Then, during 40 days, corrosion conditions 
were emulated. Saline water was added, and the aluminum and composite structures were placed together. The corrosion condition 
was achieved with hypertonic saline water with 2.2 % salt concentration. 

There are several approaches to analyze the acquired signals. The first one consists of obtaining the degree of health matrix (DoH) 
according to the algorithm description given in [33,34]. Fig. 12 shows the control software screen for the SHM tests. On the first day, 
the test conditions are adjusted and the pristine state of the structure is defined by running ten consecutive tests. Then, each day a new 
round-robin test is performed and its data are compared to the pristine state. Fig. 12 shows the comparison of one hundred signals (ten 

Fig. 11. Screen capture of the video to show the passive detection system.  
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Fig. 12. Control software for SHM active mode test on an aluminum plate with round-robin technique during two months.  

Fig. 13. DoH matrices (CFRP plate) from a) the pristine state to h) the last test day of the testing campaign.  
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emissions and ten signals acquired per emission) of the current test to the pristine state. The greener and closer to ‘1′ a cell of the DoH 
matrix is, the more similar to the pristine state the health and integrity of the structure are. As the state of the structure degrades, the 
cell turns darker and the coefficient closer to ‘0′. The evolution of the average of the matrix coefficients for each performed test is 
shown under the colored matrix of the current test. 

Fig. 13 shows the evolution of the DoH matrices over time. It only displays eight out of the 40 DoH matrices obtained after testing a 
CFRP plate in round-robin mode. The tests show that difference between the pristine and the actual state of the structure increases with 
time. Note that the DoH matrix does not depend on the type of damage considered. It helps to determine the general health state of the 
structure, not the localization of damage. 

There is a second approach to analyze the acquired signals and assess the health state of the structure. The average of the co-
efficients of the DoH matrix can be calculated. Fig. 14 shows the evolution of the average during the test campaign. For both materials 
and methods considered, the average decreased about 20 %. It means that the pristine state of the materials is gone because of the 
progressive and sudden damage applied to the structures. 

In fact, the colors (from green to red) of the cells of the DoH matrices, the figures in the cells, the average of the figures in each 
matrix, or the evolution of such average (20 % of decrease in the period analyzed in the tests), are just a dimensionless and generic 
number related to the test procedure. It provides an insight on the trend of the health state or the difference with respect to the pristine 
state. 

Fig. 14. Average of the DOH matrices obtained with both techniques and plates: a) Beamforming in aluminum, b) Round-robin in aluminum, c) 
Beamforming in CFRP, d) Round-robin in CFRP. 
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For a specific application, a calibration is necessary to relate the figure obtained from the DoH matrix to the health state of the 
specimen under test. Furthermore, note that the range of the number (from 1 to 0) is just a relative value in the measurement pro-
cedure. The number is not related to the deterioration of the piece of material. In any deterioration state, a new pristine state can be 
defined to increase the range of the number. 

Detailed results of this methodology applied to fatigue crack damage can be found in [34] as well as when it is applied to corrosion 
in [35]. 

Fig. 15 exhibits a screen capture of the demonstration video of how SHMUS detects progressive damage [36]. 

5. Conclusions 

This paper introduces a prototype intended for SHM testing, namely, an SHMUS. The prototype is based on ultrasonic techniques 
utilizing PWASs and it is capable of implementing both passive or AE, and active or UGWT, strategies to monitor structures. It can drive 
and acquire up to 18 channels simultaneously (48 channels in systems with eight input/output boards). In standard configuration, 
UGWT driving signals can be of 48 Vpp, but it can reach more than 100 Vpp in extended configuration. 

The prototype is lightweight, small and can run several types of test according to different requirements: simple pulse-echo or pitch- 
catch tests, or test with multiple transducers such as round-robin, transmission beamforming, multiple delayed signal, and time 
reversal. It can also carry out a pre-processing stage of the acquired waveform searching for its characteristic points so that the time 
required to transmit the full original acquired signals is reduced. 

The prototype was validated on both metallic and composite structures. The validation was carried out in passive mode for impact 
detection as well as in active mode for progressive damage detection. 

The suitability of the SHMUS and its capability to detect low energy impacts was validated. 
The methodology to perform guided-wave ultrasound tests has been detailed. Round-robin and beamforming techniques were 

applied to the tests as examples of active techniques. 
The effects of sudden and progressive damages on the health and integrity of the structures were analyzed. The paper introduces 

two approaches to analyze the data from the acquired signals: DoH matrices, and average of the DoH matrices. The results show that 
the monitoring system SHMUS not only detects impacts and damages satisfactorily but also measures the damage as a decrease of the 
health of the structure under test. 

In the near future, this research will continue performing new test campaigns and improving this prototype, i.e. reducing its size, 
weight, and adding new features, in order to improve its suitability for the aeronautical structure monitoring needs. 
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Fig. 15. Screen capture of the video that shows the progressive damage detection system.  
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